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1. How was Mises as a person (and a utilitarian rather than a believer in objective ethics) able 
to continue to fight so passionately in the face of a general rejection of his arguments and 
entire world outlook, esp. when so many other economists got weak in the knees?

2. Why did Mises “lower himself” by engaging in politics/policy?

Re 2: 
The latter question distorts the role of the economist in public policy. The founders of economics 
were a) all deep in advocacy of political programs, b) often participated directly in government 
policy. (Turgot, Smith, Say, James & John-Stuart Mill, Ricardo, Chevalier)
But  wasn’t  it  the  case  that  after  the  mid-19th century economics  became more  specialized and 
academic theorists retired from public policy? Not really. 

Among the  statist  dissenters  there  was  always  an  overriding  preoccupation  with  public 
policy (Historical School were monarchial socialists (and after WWI, Marxist or national socialists) 
Marxists have always been quite political.  American Institutionalists were always in and out of 
government jobs. Austrians had political posts. Mathematical neoclassical economists like Pareto, 
Fisher were involved in politics. Keynesians were political. Oddly enough, the call for staying in 
the ivory tower is almost always directed at non-mainstream economists. Mainstream economists’ 
political jobs were seen as ‘neutral’. 

Mises got involved in politics for a number of reasons:
After the publication of The Theory of Money and Credit Mises was appointed as PrivatDozent at 
University of Vienna but never got a paid position. He never got a paid job in academia and had to 
find  employment  as  an  economist  in  Austria  somewhere.  He  did  in  the  Vienna  Chamber  of 
Commerce which functioned as economic advisory body to gov’t. By the end of WWI Mises was 
principal economic advisor to the gov’t and despite many attacks and belittling was well-respected 
though not agreed with by the Austrian state. 

His goal was to fight statism, and inflation. In the latter quest he was helped by economist 
and  jurist  Wilhelm  Rosenberg,  a  former  student  of  Carl  Menger.  They  were  able  to  prevent 
hyperinflation (like in Germany) but stabilization was only a half-way house and Mises could not 
stop the inflationist  and interventionist  policy.  In the late  1920s Mises wanted to  speak out as 
Austrian banks were inflating more and more but in his position he could not cuz he might frighten 
the public and be the proximate cause of a new crisis, which sucked. Mises later admitted that it 
would have been better had the Austrian currency collapsed completely before

Friends of his often told him that he was too uncompromising, but if he regretted anything it 
was that he was too compromising. 

He got job offers from banks but refused them because he died not get the guarantee that his 
advise would be followed. 

Re 1:
Now why, if as a utilitarian he did not have this objective-ethics sense that gives passion to a cause, 
did Mises devote his life to this and make it so hard on himself?
Because in an important respect he was not a (rule-)utilitarian, but saw the battle for liberty as one 
between life and death, a struggle for mankind and civilization. 
Salerno’s “Mises as a Social Rationalist” points out two fundamental building blocks of Mises’s 
views of human society that he saw consisted of market exchange based on division of labor:

1. Survival of mankind depends on progressive extension and expansion of free market and 
increasingly productive division of labor (Mises called this ‘social organism’/’oecumene’)

2. This  social  evolution  of  the  market  rests  on  conscious  (not  blind  rule-following)  social 
cooperation brought about by human reason and will (not  spontaneous  order) Hayek uses 
biological  metaphors  and  focuses  on  unconscious  behavior,  whereas  Mises  points  out 



rationality,  will,  choice.  Mises  points  out  intended  rather  than  unintended  nature  of 
institutions. 

So  if  one  is  to  maintain  society  (the  market  based  on  division  of  labor)  then  people  have  to 
consciously  and continuously renew their agreement, must understand and continue to understand 
the importance of worldwide laissez faire. 

Hayek as an tropistic and irrationalist then supposedly holds that the role of the philosopher 
is to understand that reason is feeble and plays but a small role in human affairs and then to instruct 
the intellectuals and through them the public that they’d best do nothing and rely on instinctive and 
evolved wisdom of traditionally received social order (may be a bit unfair to Hayek. See Roderick 
Long on this issue. KS) Mises on the other hand understands pervasive role of reason and purpose 
in human affairs and sees the role of the philosopher as explaining the workings and importance of 
laissez faire so that it may be sustained and expanded. 

Hayek then stresses short-term gains, lack of knowledge of beneficial consequences and 
Mises sees this lack of intention and knowledge and understanding as a problem for the future of 
the  market.  Unintended  consequences  must  be  made  clear  and  thereby  in  the  future  become 
intended by most of the public. (Mises is more Polanyian in this way, but re tacit knowledge Hayek 
is more Polanyian. Can Polanyi be a bridge? KS)

This he saw as the task of classical liberals: to spread far and wide the ideology of classical 
liberalism. Only such a passionately held ideology can overcome/counter man’s desires for coerced 
special  privileges  and  to  wrestle  them  away  from  others.  This  way  classical  liberalism  can 
overcome the public choice trap of rational ignorance.

Mises saw democracy as a way of spreading these ideas because in the past political parties 
propagandizes classical liberalism and were able to overcome the public choice trap. But Mises saw 
no reason for blind optimism, knowing full well that progress was not inevitable and that there was 
imminent and great danger.  Because he saw this  battle between life and death of mankind and 
civilization and because he thought he had the solution (rational classical liberalism one could say) 
he wanted to spread the word and get directly involved to ward off present and future collapse of 
mankind. That is what kept him going. (that, and a lot of caffeine. KS)
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